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      BEAN CASH PROJECT MANAGEMENT PORTAL LAUNCHED

   WORLDWIDE – January 18
th

   ., 2020 –  Bean Core         the developers of BEAN Digital Cash (BITB) have

             launched a project management portal to provide advanced capability and integration of DevOps

          tools and processes. The new portal is live at: https://dev.beancash.org

              The new portal is utilizing Tuleap, an open source ALM (Application Lifecycle Management) solution,

       hosted on Bean Core's own infrastructure. Tuleap (www.tuleap.org      ) provides Agile Management and

              DevOps in an integrated solution, while providing a broad range of inter-connectivity with other

               existing tools being used by Bean Core developers. Tuleap provides tools that will more effectively

                  help the Team Bean community, by being able to have a more active role in development of Bean

          Cash, including coding, testing, bug tracking, documentation, CI (Continuous Integration),

        marketing and integration into existing and new solutions.

              Tuleap is used by many Fortune 500 companies, small enterprises and many open source projects—

                   with Bean Cash now being added to that list! The launch of Bean Core's portal utilizing Tuleap, will

              bring a higher level of professional development to the Bean Cash project, while improving

          communication between developers, users and investors in the Bean Cash eco-system.

                 The launch of an enterprise level platform for Bean Cash, comes at a significant time as its

              developers are preparing to launch a long anticipated v1.3 Beta release, bringing the largest update

                   to the Bean Cash code base in its nearly 5 year history! Users and those in the Bean Cash eco-

                  system will now be able to have a higher degree of involvement as the next major release rolls out.
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